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Alfvén wave heating of heavy ions in the expanding solar wind:

Hybrid simulations

Petr Hellinger,1 Marco Velli,2,4 Pavel Trávńıček,1 S. Peter Gary,3 Bruce

E. Goldstein,4 and Paulett C. Liewer4

Abstract. We present hybrid expanding box simulations of the interaction of left-handed
Alfvén waves with protons, alpha particles and a tenuous population of oxygen O5+. The Alfvén
waves are initially nonresonant with the ions and the expansion bring them to the cyclotron
resonance with O5+ ions, then with alpha particles, and finally with protons. The simulations
show that O5+ ions are efficiently heated in the directions perpendicularto the background mag-
netic field, but are only slightly accelerated. Oxygen scattering has a finite time span and sat-
urates mainly due to the marginal stabilization with respect to the oxygen cyclotron instabil-
ity generated by the temperature anisotropy. During the scattering oxygen ions are able to ab-
sorb only a limited amount of available fluctuating energy and, for the parameters used in the
simulations, their presence has a minimum influence on alphaparticles and protons.

1. Introduction

Solar coronal heating still presents many unsolved mysteries,
which, for the open solar corona, are confounded by the rapidtran-
sition from a collisional to a collisionless plasma. SOHO space-
craft observations of strong temperature anisotropies of minor ions
[Kohl et al., 1998;Li et al., 1998] indicate heating perpendicular
to the background magnetic field. A natural source of such heating
is the cyclotron resonance with Alfvén left-handed waves,as de-
scribed in the reviews byTu and Marsch[1995] andHollweg and
Isenberg[2002].

One possible source of cyclotron resonances of the ions with
the waves is the frequency sweeping mechanism [e.g.Tu and
Marsch, 2001, and references therein]: As low-frequency, left-
handed Alfvén waves propagate upward in the coronal holes the
ambient magnetic field decreases (as does the ion cyclotron fre-
quency) so that the waves eventually become resonant with minor
ions with the lowest gyrofrequency. These ions are heated and ac-
celerated by the (quasi-linear) resonant interaction. It is expected
that the amount of energy absorbed by minor ions which are low
in abundance is small and that the heating and acceleration satu-
rate. The ions with the second lowest gyrofrequency are in turn
heated and accelerated, and so forth. The key question of this sce-
nario is the saturation mechanism which determines the amount of
available energy for each ion species, most importantly foralpha
particles and protons.

The cyclotron wave-particle interaction in the context of the
corona and the solar wind has been studied using a wide range of
models with varied approximations [Hollweg and Isenberg, 2002].
These models give often very different predictions so that their re-
sults indicate a need of a self-consistent approach [Tu and Marsch,
2001]. Models of this wave-particle interaction includes linear
Vlasov analysis, quasi-linear models and direct kinetic simulations.

Linear analyses give information about wave dispersion and
damping properties. The cold plasma approximation shows that
for strictly parallel propagation there exists a left-handed branch
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for each ion species with gaps around each ion cyclotron frequency.
Such a gap would impede wave energy transfer to the next higher
ion cyclotron resonance. The more physical, linear Vlasov theory
in a Maxwellian plasma [Isenberg, 1984] shows that these gaps
are not always present; they disappear for sufficiently hot or suffi-
ciently tenuous ions. Furthermore, a non-zero differential velocity
of a resonant ion species with respect to another ion speciesmay
remove the gap so that fluctuation energy may go to the next high-
est ion cyclotron frequency [Gomberoff et al., 1996]. An extension
of the linear analysis to bi-Maxwellian distributions indicate that
ion temperature anisotropies do not change the frequency disper-
sion, but rather change the damping/growth rate [cf.Ofman et al.,
2001; Gary et al., 2001a]. In general, the dispersion/damping of
the cyclotron waves strongly depends on the resonant portion of
the distribution function; the cyclotron resonant condition of a left-
handed, parallel propagating wave withk andω (assumingk > 0
andω > 0) with ion speciess reads

kv‖ = ω − ωcs (1)

(for symbol definitions see Appendix).
Quasi-linear models [Galinsky and Shevchenko, 2000;Cranmer,

2001;Vocks and Marsch, 2002] stress the fact that diffusion result-
ing from the cyclotron resonance generates non-Maxwelliandis-
tribution functions. Cyclotron diffusion leads to a formation of a
quasi-linear plateau in the resonant region of the velocitydistri-
bution functions upon which cyclotron waves become marginally
stable. This plateau resulting from the interaction with a spectrum
of non-dispersive left-hand polarized, parallel propagating waves
consists of surfaces, shells centered around the wave phaseveloc-
ity:

(

v‖ − ω

k

)2

+ v2
⊥ = const. (2)

In a case of dispersive waves the plateau becomes more compli-
cated [Isenberg and Lee, 1996]. In situ solar wind observations
[Marsch and Tu, 2001] indicate existence of such plateaux in pro-
ton distribution functions.

The quasi-linear models byCranmer [2001] andVocks and
Marsch [2002] showed that the minor ions are strongly ener-
gized by the cyclotron waves. The energization saturates near
marginal stability and the remaining wave energy is available for
the higher gyrofrequency ions. The two models also indicatethat
low-abundance ion species may absorb most if not all of the fluc-
tuating energy.Cranmer[2001] suggest that other mechanisms are
to be invoked to account for observations [e.g. of O5+, cf. Kohl
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et al., 1998]. However, the models of [Cranmer, 2001;Vocks and
Marsch, 2002] are limited by the fact that they neglect the influence
of minor ions on the dispersion relation.

To date there are few kinetic numerical simulations of the cy-
clotron interaction.Ofman et al.[2002] andXie et al.[2004] used
a hybrid code where the wave energy was continuously injected
into the simulated system. On the other hand,Liewer et al.[2001]
used a hybrid expanding box model which in an idealized way in-
cludes solar wind expansion and the frequency sweeping effect. All
these numerical studies indicate that the cyclotron interaction is not
efficient for ion acceleration and show rather strong energization
of minor ions in the perpendicular direction in agreement with the
character of the cyclotron resonance (equation (2) and withthe re-
sults of the quasi-linear models. The numerical studies suggest that
saturation is is not due to the dispersion change owing to an in-
creases of the ion/ion differential velocity [Gomberoff et al., 1996].

In this paper we investigate the frequency sweeping mechanism
using the hybrid expanding box model [Liewer et al., 2001]. We
consider a plasma consisting of electrons, protons, alpha particles
and a tenuous population of O5+. The system is initialized with
a flat spectrum (i.e. with a zero spectral index) of low-amplitude,
low-frequency left-handed Alfvén waves. The initial waves are rel-
atively far from the resonance with ions and as the system expands
the waves become resonant with ions, O5+ being the first resonant
species. We investigate the evolution of the expanding system and
concentrate on the heating and acceleration of the O5+ ions and the
corresponding saturation mechanism.

The paper is organized as follows: First, we describe the sim-
ulation method and its theoretical properties (section 2).Then, in
section 3, we study the evolution of the expanding plasma andthe
frequency sweeping mechanism in a case of a transverse expansion
(subsection 3.1) and in a case of a combination of the transverse and
radial expansion (subsection 3.2). In subsection 3.3 we investigate
the property of the saturation using a set of simulations with dif-
ferent initial conditions and expansion types. Finally, insection 4
we discuss the simulation results within the context of observations
and theoretical models of the evolution of MHD turbulence inthe
outer corona and accelerating solar wind. In Appendix we give
symbol definitions.

2. Hybrid expanding box model

In this paper we use a modified version of a 1-D hybrid code
[Matthews, 1994;Hellinger et al., 2003a, b], a Hybrid Expanding
Box (HEB) code. The HEB code captures some of the effects of
the global solar wind structure on the local plasma. The fastsolar
wind propagates from the sun and its velocityU has roughlytanh
dependence on the distance from the sunR = |R| and is roughly
radial,U = UR/R whereU = |U|. At a given distanceR the
radial flow with the velocityU translates locally as an expansion:
If we consider a small volume of plasma, its transverse and radial
sizesl⊥ andl‖ expand as

dl⊥
dt

=
U

R
l⊥ and

dl‖
dt

=
dU

dR
l‖, (3)

respectively. The transverse and radial expansion is characterized
by

t⊥ =
R

U
and t‖ =

(

dU

dR

)−1

, (4)

the transverse and radial expansion time, respectively. Figure 1
shows the solar wind velocityU (in km/s), the transverse and ra-
dial characteristic expansion timest⊥ andt‖ (in units of the inverse
local proton cyclotron frequencyωcp) as functions of the radial dis-
tanceR from the sun (in units of the solar radiusR⊙) in a model
solar wind [cf.Casalbuoni et al., 1999]. This is a fluid model with
proton and electron temperatures empirically determined to fit ob-
servations at 1 AU and close to the sun, including magnetic field
strength, density, turbulence amplitudes, temperatures and their
measured gradients.
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Figure 1. Model solar wind [Casalbuoni et al., 1999]: (left)
The solar wind velocityU as a function of the radial distanceR.
(right) Transverse and radial characteristic expansion timest⊥
andt‖ (in units of the inverse local proton cyclotron frequency
ωcp) as functions ofR. R is given in units ofR⊙

Figure 1 shows that solar wind expansion times to and beyond
1 AU are much greater than the local proton gyroperiod. In the
corona the two expansion timest⊥ andt‖ are comparable, but fur-
ther from the sun the transverse expansion dominates.

In HEB computer models expansion is induced by an external
force that drive the physical lengthsx to evolvex = L · ξ whereL

is a diagonal matrixL = diag(L‖, L⊥, L⊥) with

L⊥(t) = 1 + t/t⊥ and L‖(t) = 1 + t/t‖ (5)

following equation (3). The code solves the evolution of thesystem
in the coordinatesξ andν = dξ/dt co-moving with the expansion,
seeHellinger and Trávnı́ček[2005] for a detailed description of the
general governing equations.

Units of space and time are the initial proton inertial length
c/ωpp0 and the inverse initial proton cyclotron frequency1/ωcp0,
respectively (for symbol definitions see Appendix). Fieldsand mo-
ments are defined on a 1-D grid withNx = 2048 grid points
with the spatial resolution is∆x = c/ωpp0 so that the box size
is Lx = 2048c/ωpp0 . The code uses the periodic boundary con-
ditions and there are1024 particles per cell for protons,512 for
alpha particles, and128 for other ion species. The time step for
the particle advance is∆t = 0.025/ωcp0, while the magnetic field
B is advanced with a smaller time step∆tB = ∆t/4. The initial
background magnetic field isB0 = (B0, 0, 0).

During the simulation the plasma expands and the plasma prop-
erties vary with time; the density decreases as

n ∝ L−2
⊥ L−1

‖ . (6)

Flux conservation in the expanding box implies that the radial com-
ponentB‖ of the magnetic field decreases as

B‖ ∝ L−2
⊥ , (7)

whereas the transverse components should decrease as

By,z ∝ L−1
⊥ L−1

‖ (8)

but, because transverse magnetic field fluctuations are coupled to
velocity fluctuations in Alfvén waves, one expect transverse mag-
netic field fluctuations to follow WKB behavior, see below.
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If the plasma expansion is slow compared to the ion gyration
period and there are no additional kinetic heating or acceleration
processes, one expects that the first and second adiabatic invariant
are conserved so that, as follows from equations (6) and (7),the ion
temperature anisotropy, parallel beta and Alfvén velocity should
evolve as

Ts⊥

Ts‖
∝ B3

n2
∝

(

L‖

L⊥

)2

βs‖ ∝ n3

B4
∝ L2

⊥

L3
‖

. (9)

vA ∝ B√
n

∝
√

L‖

L⊥

(where we have neglected transverse magnetic field fluctuations
and setB = |B‖|).

An amplitude of fluctuating magnetic fieldδB for an Alfvén
wave with ω = kvA in a slowly expanding plasma is expected
to follow WKB approximation. The wave actionS = δB2/ω is
conserved

∫

δB2

ω
d3x = const. (10)

When we take into account that the volume increases asL2
⊥L‖,

that a parallel wave vector decreases asL−1
‖

and that the Alfvén
velocity follows equation (9) we have [cf.Liewer et al., 2001]:

δB ∝ L
−3/2
⊥ L

−3/4

‖
. (11)

In the following section we present effective perpendicular ion
temperatures (equation (A1)) which include a contributionfrom the
Alfvén fluctuating velocities. If we denoteδu as the amplitude of
the Alfvén fluctuating velocities withδu ∝ δB and assuming CGL
and WKB behavior, equations (9) and (11) imply that the contribu-
tion of the Alfvén fluctuating velocities to the effective temperature
anisotropy scales as

(δu)2

T‖
∝ L

1/2

‖
L−3

⊥ . (12)

This implies that the late-time contribution of the fluctuating veloc-
ities should be small in our simulations.

3. Simulation results

We now investigate the interaction of Alfvén waves in a multi-
ion plasma, using HEB simulations of wave-particle interactions
including protons, alpha particles and a small abundance ofoxygen
O5+. FollowingLiewer et al.[2001] we initialize all the simulations
with a flat spectrum of parallel propagating, left-handed, circularly
polarized waves: Initially, there arenk = 50 modes of wave vec-
tors k ranging fromkmin = 2π/Lx ≈ 0.003c/ωpp0 (the mini-
mum wave vector in the periodic box with the sizeLx) to kmax =
100π/Lx ≈ 0.153c/ωpp0 , with δBk ⊥ B0. These modes have
random phasesφk and the same amplitudes|δBk|/B0 = 5×10−3,

δB =
∑

k

δBkei(kx−ωkt+φk) (13)

wherek andωk are related through the cold-plasma dispersion re-
lation

ω2
k

∑

s

msns

1 − ωk

ωcs

= ρv2
Ak2. (14)

The initial wave beta isβw = 1.25 × 10−3. The cold-plasma dis-
persion relation, equation (14), has many different solutions. We
choose the solution with the lowest-frequency (oxygen) branch cor-
responding to MHD Alfvén waves.

The ion distribution functionsfs are initialized as

fs = fs(x, t,v) =
ns

π3/2v3
ths

e
−

(v−us)2

2v2
ths . (15)

where the mean velocityus of the speciess is given by

us = −
∑

k

ωk

k

1

(1 − ωk

ωcs
)

δBk

B0
ei(kx−ωkt+φk) (16)

Note that the distribution functions (equation (15)) are not a sta-
tionary solution of the Vlasov equation owing to the superposition
of different wave-vectors (the notion of linearity is different in the
MHD and the Vlasov approximations) and even owing to second
order thermal terms inv for each mode. In order to avoid any
possible problems with the fact that equation (15) is not an exact
stationary solution of the Vlasov equation, we start the simulations
with cold ions.

All our simulations consider a plasma with protons, alpha par-
ticles and a small abundance of O5+ ions. All the species are ini-
tially isotropic, and low beta values are used in all runs. Protons
haveβp0 = 10−2, alpha particles havenα/ne = 5 · 10−2 and
βα0 = 5.5 · 10−4, and oxygen O5+ ions havenO/ne = 10−4

andβO0 = 2.2 · 10−6. Table 1 provides an overview of the initial
parameters for the simulations we study in the next subsections.
It is important to note that for the plasma parameters given in Ta-
ble 1 the Vlasov linear theory predicts a cold plasma-like dispersion
(equation (14)).

3.1. Transverse Expansion

First we investigate a plasma in a slow expansion with the trans-
verse expansion timet⊥ = 2000 and no radial expansion,L‖ = 1

in run 1. During the expansion the frequencies of the Alfvénwaves
increase with respect to the ion cyclotron frequencies. It is the oxy-
gen O5+ which first becomes resonant with the waves: O5+ ions
are heated and accelerated via the cyclotron resonance. Later, after
the oxygen heating is saturated, the alpha particles are heated, and,
finally, also protons are heated.

For run 1, Figure 2 (left) displays the parallel temperatureT‖s

and (right) the effective temperature anisotropyT⊥s/T‖s as func-
tions of time for the three species: (solid) protons, (dashed) alpha
particles, and (dash-dotted) O5+. Solid circles denote the time of
the oxygen maximum temperature anisotropy. Note that the Alfvén
fluctuating velocities contribute to the effective perpendicular tem-
peratures, see equations (12) and (A1). The ion parallel temper-
ature follows quite closely the CGL predictions (i.e. have almost
constant values); only in case of O5+ there is a clear sign of the par-
allel cooling before the saturation time (Figure 2, left panel, solid
circle) and a parallel heating just after this point. The interaction
between the ions and the spectrum of Alfvén waves results ina
perpendicular heating. The heating induces a strong temperature
anisotropy for O5+ at t ∼ 2t⊥ and slows the adiabatic perpendic-
ular cooling of the alpha particles att ∼ 3t⊥ and the protons at
t ∼ 6t⊥ (Figure 2, right panel). The duration of heating of oxygen
ions and alpha particles has a time span of a fewt⊥. After this time
the heating saturates. The oxygen parallel heating after the satu-
ration may be a consequence of the oxygen cyclotron instability
driven by the strong temperature anisotropy.
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Table 1. Initial parameters of the HEB simulations

Run nO/ne βO t⊥ωcp0 t‖ωcp0

1 2 × 10
−4

2.2 × 10
−6

2 × 10
3

1b 2 × 10
3

2 2 × 10−4 2.2 × 10−6 2 × 103 4 × 103

2b 2 × 103 4 × 103

3 2 × 10−4 2.2 × 10−7 2 × 103

4 2 × 10−4 2.2 × 10−5 2 × 103

5 2 × 10−4 2.2 × 10−4 2 × 103

6 2 × 10
−4

2.2 × 10
−5

2 × 10
3

4 × 10
3

7 2 × 10
−4

2.2 × 10
−6

2 × 10
3

8 × 10
3

8 2 × 10
−4

2.2 × 10
−5

2 × 10
3

8 × 10
3

βp = 10−2, nα/ne = 5 × 10−2, βα = 5.5 × 10−4

βw = 1.25 × 10−3, |δBk |/B0 = 5 × 10−3k0
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Figure 2. Time evolution in run 1: (left) the parallel tempera-
tureT‖s (in arbitrary units) and (right) the effective temperature
anisotropyT⊥s/T‖s as functions of time for the three species:
(solid) protons, (dashed) alpha particles, and (dash-dotted) O5+.
Solid circles denote the time of the oxygen maximum tempera-
ture anisotropy.

The expanding box model replaces the spatial dependence of the
solar wind with the temporal one; the time dependence of Figure 2
gives essentially the radial dependence asR ∝ 1 + t/t⊥. The time
(as well as the radial distance) is also related to the plasmaparam-
eters asβ‖s andT⊥s/T‖s; this relation is simply the CGL equa-
tion (9) when no wave-particle interaction is present but ismore
complex otherwise as shown in Figure 3: The left panel of Figure 3
shows the system evolution as a path in the space (β‖s, T⊥s/T‖s)
for the three species: (solid) protons, (dashed) alpha particles, and
(dash-dotted) O5+. Solid circles denote the time of the oxygen max-
imum temperature anisotropy whereas the dotted curves denote the
prediction of CGL theory. This panel clearly demonstrates the de-
parture of the ion behavior from CGL theory which appears first
for O5+, then for the alpha particles and, finally, for the protons.

In order to compare simulation results with the linear the-
ory we have investigated the growth rateγ of the oxygen cy-
clotron instability in a homogeneous plasma which consistsof
isotropic Maxwellian electrons, protons and alpha particles and of
anisotropic bi-Maxwellian oxygen O5+ ions. Namely, we have cal-
culated the dispersionω = ω(k) for wave vectors in the inter-
val 0.01 ≤ k ≤ 2.5 for a set of oxygen parameters:10−7 ≤
β‖O ≤ 10 and 1 ≤ T⊥O/T‖O ≤ 100. The temperatures of
alpha particles and protons are assumed to be mass-proportional,
Ts = msT‖O/mO and the electron beta isβe = 0.1. For each
β‖O and T⊥O/T‖O (and the corresponding temperatures of pro-
tons and alpha particles) we have calculated the maximum growth
rateγ in the interval0.001 ≤ k ≤ 1.5. The result of this calcula-
tion, γ = γ(β‖O, T⊥O/T‖O) is shown in Figure 3 as a gray-scale
plot: Darker gray denotes stronger instability whereas white corre-
sponds to stable or marginally stable region. The boundary between
the white and gray regions of Figure 3 corresponds to the value of
the maximum growth rateγ = 10−4ωcp and may be approximately
given in a form [Ofman et al., 2001;Gary et al., 2001b]

T⊥O/T‖O − 1 ∼ 0.7(β‖O
ne

nO

mp

mO
)−0.4. (17)

The right panel of Figure 3 shows the evolution of run 1 in the
space (β‖s, v‖s/vA) for the three species: (solid) protons, (dashed)
alpha particles, and (dash-dotted) O5+; v‖s is the mean parallel ion
velocity andvA is the local Alfvén velocity, Figure 3 (right panel)
shows that the wave-particle interactions also give rise toa differen-
tial velocity between different ion species, as was previously shown
by [Liewer et al., 2001]. The O5+ ions are only slightly acceler-
ated (with respect to protons); the oxygen/proton velocityremains
a small fraction of the local Alfvén velocity. Note that after alpha-
particle saturation the alpha particles are decelerated tonegative

velocities with respect to protons. There is no discernibleaccel-
eration of protons. For oxygen ionsv‖O/vA increases even after
the saturation; this may partly be a result of the oxygen cyclotron
instability but mainly it is a consequence of the fact, that the local
Alfvén velocityvA decreases with time, as in equation (9).

A noteworthy simulation feature is the oxygen heating satura-
tion in the region where the bi-Maxwellian linear theory predicts
growth of the O5+ cyclotron instability; the saturation lies close
to the theoretical marginal threshold of this instability.Figure 3
indicates that the O5+ cyclotron instability is active and may ex-
plain the parallel oxygen heating (see Figure 2, left panel), how-
ever, the comparison between the linear theory and the simulations
is at most semi-quantitative: First, the linear theory is calculated
for bi-Maxwellian oxygen ions whereas the actual oxygen distri-
bution function is relatively far from a bi-Maxwellian shape (see
below). Second, the perpendicular temperatures include contribu-
tions from the Alfvén fluctuating velocities; however equation (12)
predicts that the contribution of the Alfvén fluctuating velocities
rapidly decreases as the system expands.
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Figure 3. Evolution in run 1: (left) The system path in the space
(β‖s, T⊥s/T‖s) for the three species: (solid) protons, (dashed)
alpha particles, and (dash-dotted) O5+. The dotted curves de-
note the corresponding predictions of CGL theory and the gray-
scale plot denotes the region unstable with respect to the O5+ cy-
clotron instability (in bi-Maxwellian plasma). (right) The sys-
tem path in the space of (β‖s, v‖s/vA) for the three species:
(solid) protons, (dashed) alpha particles, and (dash-dotted) O5+.
Solid circles denote the time of the oxygen maximum tempera-
ture anisotropy.

The heating and acceleration of different ion species is done at
the expense of the Alfvén wave energy. It is interesting to investi-
gate the amount of wave energy absorbed by the different species.
The fluctuating wave energyδB is expected to follow the WKB
predictions of equation (11) when far from the ion cyclotronres-
onances. The evolution of the wave energy is shown in Figure 4.
The left panel of Figure 4 shows the gray scale plot of the fluctuat-
ing magnetic fieldδB multiplied by the WKB factor(1+ t/t⊥)3/2

as a function of wave vectork and timet. The overplotted curve
show the approximate cyclotron resonance conditionkvA = ωcs

(see equation (1)) for (solid) protons, (dashed) alpha particles, and
(dash-dotted) O5+.
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Figure 4. Time evolution in run 1: (left) The gray scale plot
of the fluctuating magnetic fieldδB multiplied by the factor
(1 + t/t⊥)3/2 as a function of timet and of wave vectork.
The overplotted curves show the approximate cyclotron reso-
nance conditionkvA = ωcs for (solid) protons, (dashed) alpha
particles, and (dash-dotted) O5+. (right) The gray scale plot of
the fluctuating magnetic fieldδBkmax multiplied by the WKB
factor(1+t/t⊥)3/2 as a function of timet and frequencyω nor-
malized toωcp. The overplotted lines show the ratioωcs/ωcp

for (solid) protons, (dashed) alpha particles, and (dash-dotted)
O5+.

The right panel of Figure 4 shows the gray scale plot of the fluc-
tuating magnetic fieldδBkmax for the wave vectorkmax as a func-
tion of timet and frequencyω (normalized toωcp). The spectrum
δBkmax(t, ω) was calculated using the Morlet wavelet transform
[Torrence and Compo, 1998] ofδBkmax(t). The overplotted lines
show the cyclotron frequencyωcs/ωcp for (solid) protons, (dashed)
alpha particles, and (dash-dotted) O5+.

Figure 4 (left panel) shows that the wave amplitudeδBk for
the different wave vectorsk indeed follows the WKB prediction of
equation 11

δB
(

1 +
t

t⊥

)3/2

∼ const (18)

when far from the ion cyclotron resonances. The level of fluctu-
ation only slightly changes when passing through the oxygenres-
onance whereas the passage through the alpha resonance damps
significantly the wave amplitude. Figure 4, right panel, confirms
this result: the evolution of the frequency forδBkmax does show
not any significant change near the cyclotron resonance of O5+.
Figure 4 indicates that the amount of energy absorbed by oxygen
is small with respect to the available wave energy. Figure 4 also
clearly shows no cold plasma-like frequency gap at the O5+ cy-
clotron frequencyωcO but indicates a presence of such a gap near
the alpha cyclotron frequencyωcα. The frequency spectrum re-
mains below the alpha cyclotron frequency which seems to block
the energy from passing closer to the proton cyclotron frequency
ωcp where the resonance with protons is more efficient – the sweep-
ing mechanism is blocked. Note that due to the finite-time data in-
terval used for the wavelet transform the wave spectrum (Figure 4,
right panel) has some artificial features near the two boundaries:
the cut-off neart = t⊥, the two or three lines forω ∼ 0.2ωcp

at t > 6t⊥, and the amplitude enhancement neart = 10t⊥ for
ω > 0.5ωcp.

Figures 2 and 3 indicate presence of oxygen cyclotron instabil-
ity. On the other hand, Figure 4 shows no discernible increase of
the wave amplitude which would correspond to this instability. A
natural explanation of this result may be the small abundance of
oxygen ions: the tenuous ions are able to emit only a small amount
of energy through the cyclotron instability.

If the heating and acceleration of O5+ saturates, one expects for-
mation of the quasi-linear plateau (equation (2). Indeed the veloc-

ity distribution of O5+ at maximum temperature anisotropy is far
from bi-Maxwellian and is partially shell-like as documented in
Figure 5. Figure 5 shows the reduced (i.e., gyrophase averaged)
oxygen distribution functioñfO = f̃O(v‖, v⊥) (left) at the time of
the maximum anisotropy (see Figures 2 and 3, solid circles) and
(right) at the end of the simulation. Note that the Alfvén fluctu-
ating velocities contribute to the perpendicular velocities and that
f̃(v‖, v⊥) has been calculated from equation (A2) with a singu-
lar regionv⊥ ∼ 0. The singular region is not consequently well-
represented. The reduced distribution function at the timeof the
temperature anisotropy is relatively complex, probably owing to the
combination of the three processes taking place at the same time –
transverse expansion, interaction with the initial, probably disper-
sive, Alfvén wave spectrum and growth of the oxygen cyclotron
instability (the contribution of the Alfvén fluctuating velocities at
the saturation is not important as may be argued in similar way as in
equation (12)). We shall return to this problem in the next section
comparing the results of runs 1 and 2. Figure 5 (right panel) shows
the oxygen distribution function at the end of the simulation. The
distribution function keeps the signature of the cyclotronscattering
only for v‖ < 0.02vA. The distribution is shrunk inv⊥ and pro-
longed inv‖ as a result of the CGL-like behavior. Figure 5 (right
panel) indicates that the particles (withv‖ > 0.02) are not resonant
with the imposed waves.
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Figure 5. Gray scale plot of the reduced oxygen distribution
function f̃O = f̃O(v‖, v⊥) (left) at the time of the maximum
temperature anisotropy (see Figures 2 and 3, solid circles)and
(right) at the end of the simulation.

The results of run 1 indicated that the amount of fluctuating en-
ergy absorbed by O5+ is small and that the presence of O5+ does not
influence alpha particles and protons. In order to test this hypothe-
sis we performed run 1b without O5+ but with the other parameters
identical to the those of run 1 (see Table 1). Run 1b gives essen-
tially the same results for alpha particles and protons as inrun 1. On
the quantitative level the maximum relative difference in the fluctu-
ating magnetic energies in run 1 and 1b is about 1.5 %; this differ-
ence is mainly the amount of energy absorbed by the oxygen O5+

(the wave energy emitted via the cyclotron instability is negligible).
Comparison of runs 1 and 1b indicate that in the present case the
oxygen O5+ has a status of test particles and its presence has little
or no influence on alpha particles and protons. We have performed
an additional set of simulations with small abundances (of the or-
der of 10−6) of O5+, O6+ and Mg9+. In these simulations we have
observed a similar behavior as in run 1: The presence of thesemi-
nor ions had little or no influence on alpha particles and protons.
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In addition simulations with different combinations of these minor
ions no influence on each other was observed.

3.2. Radial Expansion

The outward flow of the solar wind gives rise to both a trans-
verse and a radial expansion of the plasma. Both expansions im-
portantly influence solar wind properties. The main featureof the
radial expansion is that it cools parallel temperatures. Sowe ex-
pect temperature anisotropies in the double expansion simulations
be significantly different from those in the case of run 1 withno
radial expansion.

In run 2 the same initial conditions are used as in run 1; how-
ever, we added the radial expansion with the expansion timet‖ =
2t⊥ = 4000 (see Table 1). The evolution of the system in run 2
is shown in Figure 6 which displays (left) the parallel temperature
T‖s and (right) the effective temperature anisotropyT⊥s/T‖s as
functions of time (in the same format as used in Figure 2) for the
three species: (solid) protons, (dashed) alpha particles,and (dash-
dotted) O5+. Solid circles denote the oxygen maximum tempera-
ture anisotropy point. Figure 6 demonstrate the effect of the ra-
dial expansion – the parallel cooling: Figure 6 (left panel)shows
that the parallel temperatures of protons and alpha particles follow
quite closely CGL predictions whereas oxygen ions are addition-
ally cooled in the parallel direction before saturation andheated
afterward. Figure 6 (right panel) shows that oxygen ions aremore-
over strongly heated in the perpendicular direction whereas protons
and alpha particles are only slightly heated. The duration of the
oxygen heating has a time span of only a fewt⊥. After this time
the heating saturates similarly to the case of run 1.
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Figure 6. Time evolution in run 2: (left) the parallel temper-
atureT‖s (in arbitrary units) and (right) the effective temper-
ature anisotropyT⊥s/T‖s as functions of time for the three
species: (solid) protons, (dashed) alpha particles, and (dash-
dotted) O5+. Solid circles denote the oxygen maximum tem-
perature anisotropy point.

Figure 7 displays the evolution of ion parameters in the same
format as used in Figure 3: The left panel of Figure 7 shows thesys-
tem path in the space (β‖s, T⊥s/T‖s) for the three species: (solid)
protons, (dashed) alpha particles, and (dash-dotted) O5+. The dot-
ted curves denote the prediction of CGL whereas the gray-scale
plot denotes the region unstable with respect to O5+ cyclotron in-
stability. The right panel of Figure 7 shows the system path in the
space (β‖s, v‖s/vA for three species: (solid) protons, (dashed) al-
pha particles, and (dash-dotted) O5+. Solid circles denote the oxy-
gen maximum temperature anisotropy point.

Figure 7 (left panel) clearly demonstrates the departure ofthe
ion behavior from CGL theory which appear first for O5+, then for
the alpha particles and, finally, for the protons. The maximum oxy-
gen temperature anisotropy is higher than in run 1 and lies inthe

region unstable with respect to the oxygen cyclotron instability (in

bi-Maxwellian plasma). Moreover, the evolution after saturation

exhibits features of a marginal stability path [cf.Hellinger et al.,

2003b;Hellinger and Trávnı́ček, 2005] with respect to the oxygen

instability.

Figure 7 (right panel) shows that at the same time oxygen ions

are only slightly accelerated (with respect to protons); the oxy-

gen/proton velocity is a small fraction of the local Alfvénvelocity.

On the other hand, there is no discernible acceleration of the alpha

particles and protons. For oxygen ionsv‖O/vA increases even after

the saturation; this is may partly be a result of the oxygen cyclotron

instability but mainly it is a consequence of the fact, that the local

Alfvén velocityvA decreases with time, as in equation (9).
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Figure 7. Evolution in run 2: (left) The system path in the space
(β‖s, T⊥s/T‖s) for the three species: (solid) protons, (dashed)
alpha particles, and (dash-dotted) O5+. The dotted curves de-
note the corresponding predictions of CGL theory and the gray-
scale plot denotes the region unstable with respect to the O5+

cyclotron instability (in bi-Maxwellian plasma). (right)The sys-
tem path in the space (β‖s, v‖s/vA) for the three species: (solid)
protons, (dashed) alpha particles, and (dash-dotted) O5+. Solid
circles denote the oxygen maximum temperature anisotropy
point.

The evolution of wave energy in run 2 is shown in Figure 8

(in the same format as in Figure 4). The left panel of Figure 8

shows the fluctuating magnetic fieldδB multiplied by the factor
(1 + t/t⊥)3/2(1 + t/t‖)

3/4 as a function of timet and the ini-

tial wave vectork0. The overplotted curves show the approxi-

mate cyclotron resonance conditionkvA = ωcs for (solid) protons,

(dashed) alpha particles, and (dash-dotted) O5+.
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Figure 8. Time evolution in run 2: (left) Gray scale plot
of the fluctuating magnetic fieldδB multiplied by the factor
(1+t/t⊥)3/2(1+t/t‖)

3/4 as a function of timet and the initial
wave vectork0 The overplotted curves show the approximate
cyclotron resonance conditionkvA = ωcs for (solid) protons,
(dashed) alpha particles, and (dash-dotted) O5+. (right) Gray
scale plot of the fluctuating magnetic fieldδBkmax multiplied
by the factor(1 + t/t⊥)3/2(1 + t/t‖)

3/4 as a function oft and
ω/ωcp. The overplotted lines showωcs/ωcp for (solid) protons,
(dashed) alpha particles, and (dash-dotted) O5+.

The right panel of Figure 8 shows the fluctuating magnetic field
δBkmax for the wave vectorkmax as a gray scale plot as a function
of time t and frequencyω (normalized toωcp). The spectrum was
calculated using the wavelet (Morlet) transform of the timeseries
of δBkmax . The overplotted lines show the cyclotron frequency
ωcs/ωcp for (solid) protons, (dashed) alpha particles, and (dash-
dotted) O5+.

Figure 8 (left panel) shows that the wave amplitudeδBk for
the different wave vectorsk indeed follows the WKB prediction of
equation (11)

δB
(

1 +
t

t⊥

)3/2
(

1 +
t

t‖

)3/4

∼ const (19)

when far from the cyclotron resonance with the ions. The level
of fluctuation only slightly changes when passing through the oxy-
gen resonance whereas the passage through the resonance with the
alpha particles damps significantly the wave amplitude. Figure 8,
right panel confirms this result: the evolution of the frequency for
δBkmax shows no significant change near the cyclotron frequency
of O5+. Figure 8 indicates that the amount of energy absorbed by
oxygen is small with respect to the available wave energy. Inthe
simulation the frequency spectrum smoothly crossesω = ωcO, see
Figure 8, left panel. These results are essentially the sameas ob-
served in the previous section (see Figure 4).

The distribution function of O5+ at the maximum tempera-
ture anisotropy is far from bi-Maxwellian as documented in Fig-
ure 9 which shows the reduced oxygen distribution functionf̃O =
f̃O(v‖, v⊥) (left) at the maximum temperature anisotropy (see Fig-
ures 6 and 7, solid circles) and (right) at the end of the simula-
tion. As in Figure 5,f̃(v‖, v⊥) is singular aroundv⊥ ∼ 0. At
maximum anisotropy, the electromagnetic ion cyclotron anisotropy
instability has not had time to develop, so the primary change
here is the increase in perpendicular energy of these heavy ions.
This increase, with its characteristic crescent shape, is consistent
with pitch-angle scattering by the imposed spectrum of left-handed
Alfvén-cyclotron fluctuations. The crescent shape of the distribu-
tion function is conserved till the end of the simulation (Figure 9,

right panel). A comparison between the two panels of Figure 9
indicate some diffusion, presumably due to the instability.
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Figure 9. Gray scale plot of the reduced oxygen distribution
function f̃O = f̃O(v‖,v⊥) (left) at the maximum temperature
anisotropy (see Figures 6 and 7, solid circles) and (right) at the
end of the simulation.

Returning now to Figure 5, we interpret the distribution at max-
imum oxygen ion anisotropy as reflecting pitch-angle scattering
both by the imposed spectrum and by the electromagnetic oxygen
ion anisotropy instability. The former corresponds, as in Figure 9,
to the relatively large perpendicular energy ions, whereasthe latter
is the more dense, relatively isotropic center of the late-time distri-
bution. The instability propagates both parallel and anti-parallel to
the background magnetic field, so the consequences of its scatter-
ing are to increase the spread in the parallel velocities of the oxygen
ions, yielding the relatively isotropic, relatively densecenter of the
late-time distribution in the right-hand panel of Figure-5.

We performed run 2b without O5+ but with the other parameters
identical to the those of run 2 (see Table 1). Run 2b gives essen-
tially the same results for alpha particles and protons as inrun 2.
The maximum relative difference between the fluctuating magnetic
energies in runs 2 and 2b is about 6 %; this difference is mainly
the amount of energy absorbed by the oxygen O5+. In the case of
radial expansion the absorption of wave energy be the oxygenO5+

seems to be more efficient. But, as in the case of runs 1 and 1b, the
presence of O5+ does not influence the alpha particles and protons.

3.3. Saturation mechanism

The simulations described in the two previous subsections indi-
cate that oxygen ion saturation of the frequency sweeping mech-
anism (regardless of the type of the expansion) occurs due tothe
marginal stabilization of the oxygen cyclotron anisotropyinstabil-
ity. In this subsection we investigate this saturation for aset of
simulations with different initial oxygen betas and radialexpansion
times t‖, see Table 1. The dynamics of wave-particle interaction
in these additional simulations is qualitatively similar to that in the
simulations presented in the previous two sections: we therefore
concentrate on the saturation of the frequency sweeping mecha-
nism. Figure 10 summarizes our results for our runs with oxygen
(see Table 1): the left panel displays the points at which theheat-
ing mechanism saturates in the space(β‖O, T⊥O/T‖O), together
with the regions unstable to the oxygen cyclotron instability. We
assume the saturation to coincide with the maximum oxygen effec-
tive temperature anisotropy (see Figures 3 and 7, solid circles). The
gray scale denotes the growth rate of the oxygen cyclotron instabil-
ity in the corresponding bi-Maxwellian plasma. The right panel of
Figure 10 shows the same saturation in the space (β‖O, v‖O/vA).
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Figure 10. (left) The saturation points for all runs with oxy-
gen (compare with Figures 2, 3, 6, and 7; see also Table 1) in
the space (β‖O, T⊥O/T‖O). The gray scale denotes the growth
rate of the oxygen cyclotron instability in the corresponding bi-
Maxwellian plasma. (right) The saturation points in the space
(β‖O, v‖O/vA).

Figure 10 shows that the saturation level of the oxygen temper-
ature anisotropy decreases withβ‖O whereas the saturation oxy-
gen velocityv‖O/vA increases. For aboutβ‖O < 4 · 10−5 the
saturation temperature anisotropy lies close to the theoretical (bi-
Maxwellian) marginal stability and for higher betas the saturation
departures from this relation. The two highest saturation parallel
beta cases correspond to the oxygen thermal velocity of the order
of 10% of the local Alfvén velocity.

The simulation results indicate that the saturation is dictated by
the marginal stability condition of the oxygen cyclotron instability.
The actual saturation points are in a good, semi-quantitative agree-
ment with the linear predictions calculated for the bi-Maxwellian
distribution function when the oxygen thermal velocity is much
smaller than the Alfvén velocity. On the other hand, when the
oxygen thermal velocity become comparable with the Alfvénve-
locity the bi-Maxwellian linear predictions do not apply. In that
case the oxygen distribution functions have an important portion
of non resonant particles which do not participate in the cyclotron
interaction. Moreover, the linear prediction does not include any
differential velocity between the ion species whereas in the simu-
lation the oxygen/proton velocity becomes more important when
β‖O increases.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

We have used a 1-D hybrid expanding box code to study the
Alfvén-cyclotron mechanism for the heating and acceleration of
protons, alpha particles, and a tenuous population of oxygen ions.
The model includes in an idealized way both transverse and ra-
dial expansion of the solar wind and induces the frequency sweep-
ing effect. Due to the technical limitations of the explicithybrid
code the characteristic expansion timest‖ andt⊥ (see equation (4))
are assumed be of the order103 proton gyroperiods, considerably
smaller than the actual solar wind values (see Figure 1). Neverthe-
less, the ion cyclotron and solar wind expansion scales remain well
separated [cf.Galinsky and Shevchenko, 2000] in our simulations,
making our results qualitatively, if not quantitatively, applicable to
real solar wind situations.

The initial discrete spectrum of Alfvén waves is weak,βw =
1.25 × 10−3, with a power spectrum independent of wavenumber,
and with 50 modes in the wave vector range0.003÷ 0.153c/ωpp0 .
We have chosen a flat power spectrum for the sake of simplic-
ity. While this may not correspond to the power law spectra often
observed in situ in the solar wind, it is sufficient for the investi-
gation of wave-particle interactions in the relatively narrow band

of wavenumbers where ion cyclotron damping becomes important.
Also it is important to note, that the long box (Lx = 2048c/ωpp0)
and many modes used in the simulations guarantee a good overlap-
ping of the cyclotron resonances [Deeskow et al., 1990]; therefore
we expect our simulation spectra to yield results similar tothose
from the continuous, solar wind fluctuation spectra.

The simulations illustrate the dynamics involved in the fre-
quency sweeping mechanism for the heating and accelerationof
ions. The plasma-wave system initially follow the CGL and WKB
predictions. As the system expands each ion species successively
becomes resonant with the waves, first the oxygen ions, then the
alpha particles and finally the protons. The heating is efficient for
oxygen ions, is much less important for alpha particles, andweek
for protons. The simulation results are similar to those reported
from quasi-linear models [Cranmer, 2001; Vocks and Marsch,
2002] but indicate a more complex behavior.

In the simulations the oxygen ions do not block wave energy
from passing to the alpha cyclotron resonance. This is proba-
bly due to the fact that the amount of available energy is much
greater than the absorption capacity of oxygen ions and thatthe
heating and acceleration are efficient and fast enough so that the
resonance becomes rapidly transparent to the ion cyclotronwaves,
allowing them to cross over the oxygen cyclotron frequency.A
similar transparency is also observed in the model ofVocks and
Marsch [2002] where, however, no oxygen dispersion effects are
included. The simulations indicate that the saturation mechanism
for the scattering of oxygen ions is a marginal stabilization of the
system with respect to the oxygen anisotropy instability. This is an
equivalent of the marginal stabilization in the quasi-linear models
[Cranmer, 2001;Vocks and Marsch, 2002], however, in addition
to these models, there are indications that this instability is active
in the simulations [cf.Galinsky and Shevchenko, 2000; Isenberg,
2001]: the wave-plasma system follows a marginal stability-like
path [see run 2, Figure 7 and cf.Hellinger et al., 2003b;Hellinger
and Trávnı́ček, 2005] with respect to this instability. During the
scattering oxygen ions are able to absorb only a limited amount of
available fluctuating energy. This is in contrast with the results of
the quasi-linear models byCranmer[2001] andVocks and Marsch
[2002] and it may indicate that the minor ion dispersion effects on
the dissipation are not negligible.

A small differential oxygen/proton velocity is generated via the
Alfvén-cyclotron interaction. This velocity does not seem to be im-
portant for saturation, however, the decoupling from the unstable
and marginally stable region is probably related to its development.
The differential velocity becomes more important as the Alfvén ve-
locity decreases with the expansion [cf.Hollweg, 1999].

The results described here suggest further hybrid code studies
are needed to better understand and, where possible, to quantify
heavy ion heating by Alfvén-cyclotron fluctuations in the coronal
context. Especially it is important to understand the role of the dif-
ferent heavy ion parameters, such as the relative densityns/ne, the
massms/mp, the chargeqs/e, and the heavy ion velocityv‖s/vA,
and the dimensionless magnetic fluctuation energy|δB|2/B2

0 (and
the distribution of that energy among various modes). Our simu-
lations have shown that the oxygen ion behavior correspondsto a
“test particle” response which does not significantly affect the re-
sponse of the more dense alphas and protons, and, on the other
hand, the alpha particles have an important impact on protons since
they are dense enough to block the flow of fluctuation energy to-
ward the proton cyclotron resonance. To answer the questionhow
large mustns/ne be (with respect to|δB|2/B2

0 for a given spec-
trum type) to overcome this test particle response and absorb a sig-
nificant amount of energy from the fluctuations it is necessary to
carry out series of simulations in whichns/ne, ms/mp, |δB|2/B2

0

and the spectrum properties are varied. Further investigation is
also needed to determine the role ofv‖s/vA in the range of ob-
served values. In particular, linear theory predicts that heavy ions
with v‖s/vA of the order of a few tenths become nonresonant with
Alfvén-cyclotron fluctuations. Finally, it is important to investigate
the role of the expansion timest⊥ andt‖ and the hypothesis that
the ion and expansion scales are well separated.
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Appendix: Glossary

Subscripts⊥ and‖ denote the directions with respect to the am-
bient magnetic fieldB0 as well as the transverse and radial direc-
tions, respectively. Subscripts denotes the ion species (p stands for
protons,α for alpha particles, andO for oxygen O5+ ions) or elec-
trons (e); subscript0 denotes the initial values.fs = fs(v) denotes
a distribution function,ns denotes the number density, andv‖s de-
notes the mean parallel velocity;Ts denotes the (isotropic) temper-
ature whereasT⊥s andT‖s denote the perpendicular and parallel
temperatures, respectively.ns, v‖s, T⊥s andT‖s are defined by the
discrete equivalents of the following expressions:

ns =

∫

fsd
3v

v‖s =
1

ns

∫

v‖fsd
3v

T⊥s =
1

2ns

∫

v2
⊥fsd

3v

T‖s =
1

ns

∫

(v‖ − v‖s)
2fsd

3v/ns. (A1)

β‖s = nskBT‖s/(B
2
0/2µ0) is the parallel beta and the wave

beta is given byβw =
∑

k
δB2

k/B2
0 . ωcs = qsB/ms and

ωps = (nse
2/msǫ0)

1/2 denote the cyclotron and plasma frequen-
cies, respectively,v‖s andvth‖s denote the mean parallel and the
thermal velocity of the speciess, respectively. In these expressions
ms, qs, andns denote the mass, the charge, and the number density,
respectively,B0 denotes the magnitude of the ambient magnetic
field, B0 = |B0|, δBk denotes the magnitude of the fluctuating
magnetic field with the wave vectork = |k|; µ0 and ǫ0 are the
magnetic permeability and the electric permittivity of thevacuum,
respectively;ρ is the total ion mass density,ρ =

∑

msns, andvA

is the Alfvén velocity defined asvA = B0/(µ0ρ)1/2. ω andγ de-
notes the real frequency and the damping/growth rate, respectively.

The reduced distribution functioñfs = f̃s(v‖, v⊥) is given by
the discrete equivalent of

f̃s(v‖, v⊥) =
1

v⊥

∫

fs(v‖, v⊥, ϕ)v⊥dϕ, (A2)

where ϕ is the gyrophase angle. The reduction (the inte-
gral/summation in equation (A2)) is an average over the gyrophase
ϕ and includes thev⊥ Jacobian term.
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